body
ELEMIS AROMASTONE therapeutic massage
exotic frangipani body oil used with heated
basalt stones to release tension and provide
total relaxation
80 minutes / $195
Pure Blu firm pressure massage
focused on targeted muscle relief and
customized to concentrate on areas in need.
includes application of ELEMIS instant refreshing
gel to specific areas in need
50 minutes / $155 80 minutes / $185
Pure Blu relaxation massage
your choice of aromatherapy lotions this
rhythmic massage will relax your spirit and
invigorate the body. this swedish style flowing
massage works to soothe tension, encouraging
optimum circulation
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175
Pure Blu better together massage
side by side massage in the same treatment
room
relaxation pressure
50 minutes $290 80 minutes / $350
firm pressure
50 minutes $310 80 minutes / $370

spa more
relax a little longer…may be added to any 50 or
80 minute treatment
extend
spa more with an added 20 minutes of
massage to any massage or body treatment
20 minutes / $55
revive
energize your soles with an invigorating
exfoliation foot scrub followed with an ElEMIS
nourishing foot treatment
20 minutes / $35
renew
full body exfoliation with aromatic oils and salt
to gently slough away dead skin cells before
your therapist returns you to the spa to self
shower and apply your personal body product
to take home
20 minutes / $85

enhancements
may be incorporated into any 50 or 80 minute
treatment for $20

relax
enjoy warmed basalt stones on targeted area
with ELEMIS De Stress oil for enhanced massage
soothe
experience reduced muscle inflammation on
targeted areas with chilled marble stones ~ideal
for runners
unwind
unwind with this gentle ELEMIS frangipani monoi
scalp massage

refresh
exfoliate the back with a coastal coconut lime
sugar scrub

hair removal
starting prices
brow
lip
lip+brow
chin
underarm
full arm
lower leg
sides of face
full face
full leg
bikini
half back
full back

$35
$20
$50
$20
$30
$50+
$60+
$35
$95
$95+
$50+
$45
$75+
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face
ELEMIS pro collagen age defy
tackle fine lines and wrinkles with the
proven age-defying benefits of marine
padina pavonica and red coral.
massage encourages optimum cellular
for nourished, younger looking skin
80 minutes / $175

specialty facial experiences
clinically
charged
targeted
function

ELEMIS pro-definition lift and contour
powered by breakthrough technology, this
facial helps restore the architecture of the face
using the potent nutrients in plant actives found
to help support the extra-cellular matrix. creates
a profoundly sculpted, youthful effect
80 minutes / $175
ELEMIS dynamic resurfacing precision peel
clinically proven to target the signs of ageing and
uneven skin tone, this pioneering precision
treatment uses layers of enzymes for powerful
exfoliation and renewal. a new start for smoother,
younger-looking skin
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175
ELEMIS high performance men’s skin energizer
the hard-working facial for ageing, dehydrated
skin and tired eyes. It maximizes cell regeneration,
as steam and extraction decongests. multidynamic facial massage sequences boost
circulation, whilst scalp and foot massage deeply
relax
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175
EMINENCE organic clear skin facial
deep cleansing facial with targeted exfoliating
and pore cleansing. this facial helps restore
balance to the skin
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175
EMINENCE organic custom facial
customized use of organic essentials to cleanse,
tone and treat any skin type
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175

ELEMIS Biotec performance facial
the pioneering BIOTEC machine works to switch
your skin back on, increasing its natural cellular
energy. technology turbo-charges touch. the
clinically proven result is visibly healthy, nourished
and energized skin. select an area of focus from
the following super charged infusions:
• skin smoother
• firm & lift
• skin resurfacing
80 minutes / $195
Dr. Dennis Gross vitamin C brightening facial
exfoliating peel formulated by Dr. Dennis Gross
coupled with a hyaluronic acid marine mask,
infusion of vitamin c and collagen brighten and
nourish the skin. use of Spectralite technology for
collagen repair included with 80 minute session
only
50 minutes / $145 80 minutes / $175
EPICUREN rejuvenating facial treatment
dramatically improve the skin’s appearance by
lifting, tightening, & firming your facial skin. an
enzyme based stimulating exfoliant is followed
with two tightening, firming masks. the end result is
increased clarity, elasticity, texture, tone and
overall health of the skin.
80 minutes / $175
INTRACEUTICALS oxygen treatment
a soothing infusion of antioxidants. the only
oxygen treatment that rivals a “non-surgical face
lift“. immediately visible age defying results leave
skin radiant and younger looking
80 minutes /$195
atoxelene peptide enhancer $25

facial enhancements
uplift
application of ELEMIS pro collagen hydra gel
collagen eye masks ~included within time $20
reveal
unveil glowing skin with this resurfacing AHA and
retinol treatment followed by the application of a
hyaluronic marine mask. Spectralite technology
by Dr. Dennis Gross delivers visible results with a
rejuvenated eye area and radiant complexion
20 minutes / $65

body treatments
Pure Blu Signature coastal escape
hand crafted by our expert massage therapists,
this treatment is truly an escape to paradise.
immerse the senses in a coastal infusion of
coconut lime while your therapist uses a
combination of bamboo, cool marble, and
warmed basalt stones to provide you with the
ultimate relaxation during your pure blu escape
80 minutes / $195
ELEMIS aromaspa musclease ocean wrap
full body dry exfoliation followed by a warm
seaweed body mask combined with a blend of
essential oils to help ease pain, arthritis and
fatigue. this therapeutic treatment concludes
with a warm shower and back of body massage
80 minutes / $195
Pure Blu healing waters escape
experience a full body coconut lime exfoliation
followed with a spa shower. this treatment
concludes with a skin nourishing aromatic full
body massage. emerge in a relaxed state with
hydrated, radiant skin
80 minutes / $195
ELEMIS frangipani body nectar nourishing wrap
this exclusive body treatment starts with full body
dry exfoliation followed by being enveloped in
the velvety texture of the monoi oil. offers superhydration, quenching a thirsty skin. you are kept
cocooned and warm while the mood-balancing
aromatics and skin conditioning oils do their work
as your therapist. this treatment includes a scalp
massage while you are wrapped.
50 minutes / $145
ELEMIS intensely cleansing salt scrub
full body exfoliation with frangipani oil infused salt
will gently slough away dead skin cells before
your therapist guides you to the spa to self
shower. return to the treatment room for
massage with ELEMIS frangipani monoi onto the
smooth and responsive canvas
50 minutes / $145

